I. Books in Arabic
6. C’mon Let’s Color Egypt (part 3) Folk and Popular Food.
7. Illustrated Alphabet.
8. My friend Sadiqi - For learning the Alphabet.
10. Reflections on the Time of Illusion (Author: Dr. N.S. Fatemi)

II. Books in English
III. Teaching Materials
2. *Celebrating Nowruz: A Resource for Educators.* The Outreach Center, Center for Middle Eastern Studies, Harvard University. (2)
4. Middle East Summer Institute Resource, UIUC, 2009 (CD-Rom)
5. Teaching About the Middle East Resource CD Grades K-12, University of Arizona, 2008-09 (CD-Rom)
6. Teaching About the Middle East Resource CD: Grades 6-12, University of Arizona (CD-Rom)
8. Hemispheres Curriculum Resources, University of Texas at Austin (CD-Rom)
10. *Discovering Iran through Journeys in Film: Children of Heaven,* an Interdisciplinary Guide for Teachers
13. *Kuwait at 50,* CD-Rom and Teacher’s Guide

IV. Audio CDs
1. The Center for Advanced Study/Miller Comm
   b. Suad, Joseph. *Family, Gender and State in the Middle East and South Asia.* University of Illinois, 2005. (2 audio CDs)
   c. Robinson, Francis. *Other-Worldly and This-Worldly Piety.* University of Illinois, 2005. (2 audio CDs)

V. Audio Cassettes
1. Symposium on Gender & Globalization
   This recorded symposium at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, examines issues relative to the combined study of gender and globalization. (6 audio cassettes)
2. Sheikh Imam Cassette Set, 1980
VI. DVDs & VHSs
1. My Country My Country (DVD)
2. Captain Abu Raed (DVD)
3. Turtles Can Fly (DVD - Iraq)
4. Mutual Misunderstanding: America and the Muslim World (VHS)
5. His Royal Highness Prince El Hassan bin Talal, Amman Jordan: Recent Speeches, Majlis el Hassan, Amman, Jordan.
7. American Ramadan: Fasting for Faith (DVD)
8. A Walk in Your Shoes (DVD)
9. Crossing The Bridge, directed by Fatih Akin (DVD)
10. Paradise Now (DVD)
11. Peace, Propaganda and the Promised Land (DVD)
12. Edward Said on Orientalism (DVD)
13. Conflict and Peace in the Middle East (VHS)
14. Growing Peace in the Middle East (VHS)
15. Islamic Mysticism: The Sufi Way (DVD)
16. Muhammad: Legacy of a Prophet (DVD)
17. The Prize: The Epic Quest for Oil, Money and Power (VHS)
18. People of the Wind (DVD)
19. Umm Kulthum: A Voice Like Egypt (VHS)
20. Arab and Jew: Wounded Spirits in a Promised Land (VHS)
21. Parade of National Liberation Army of Iran (VHS)
23. Iran: National Liberation Army Operation Blazing Sun (VHS)
24. Days of Rage/Intifada (VHS)
25. ISLAM: A Pictorial Essay in Four Parts (VHS)
26. The Middle East (VHS)
    a. Holy Land: Judaism, Christianity & Islam
    b. Sects & Violence: Fragmentations Within Religions
    c. The Story of Oil: Chief Economic Resources
27. Moyers: The Arab World (VHS)
    a. Arabs and the West
    b. The Islamic Mind with Seyyed Hossein Nasr
28. Moyers: The Arab World (VHS)
    a. The Image of God
    b. The Bonds of Pride
29. Moyers: The Arab World (VHS)
    a. The Arabs, Who They Are, Who They Are Not
    b. The Historic Memory
30. Cities of Light: The Rise and Fall of Islamic Spain, Dialogue Version (DVD)
31. The Glass House (DVD)
32. Inside Islam: What a Billion Muslims Really Think (DVD)
VII. Journals and Newsletters
1. Contemporary Arab Affairs
2. The American Academic Research Institute in Iraq (TAARII)
6. AUC Today, The American University in Cairo
7. ebhrc Chronicles, The American University in Cairo
8. Main Gate, American University of Beirut Quarterly Magazine

VIII. Cookbooks

IX. Magazines and other publications
11. Sultanate of Oman. Muscat, Oman: Ministry of Tourism

X. Miscellaneous

A) Jewelry
1. Egyptian jewelry (two necklaces)

B) Rubber Stamps/ Magnetic Letters
1. Arabic Words and Patterns: 21 Rubber Stamps.
2. Magnetic Arabic letters

C) Dolls
1. Fulla – outdoor fashion doll.
2. Razanne – The Muslim Doll (Caucasian)
3. Razanne Doll (African) Inside and Outside
4. School Girl Razanne Doll (South Asian)
5. Sinai black doll
6. Big Egyptian doll

D) Rug/Lamp/ Picture Frame
1. Turkish prayer rugs (2)
2. Ramadan Lamps (3)
3. Egyptian embroidered wall hanging

E) Alphabet Tools
1. Arabic Alphabet Puzzle
2. Hieroglyph alphabet and Egyptian bookmarks (5)
3. Persian alphabet flashcards

F) Maps/Posters/Postcards
1. World Map (in Arabic)
2. Middle East Map (in Arabic)
3. Egyptian posters: parts of the body
4. Egypt fair trade postcards
5. Middle Eastern Dress display board
6. Flags of the Middle East cards (27)

G) Artwork
1. Turkish Ebru paintings (2)
2. Persian Reliefs (3 unframed, 1 framed)